MathWorks Software License Agreement for Concurrent Licenses

YOU SHOULD CAREFULLY READ THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE SIGNING.

I understand that MATLAB, SIMULINK, and MATLAB toolboxes, hereafter referenced as MathWorks Software, are copyrighted, propriety works belonging to The MathWorks and are made available for installation on UNIX and Windows systems at Virginia Tech under terms of License agreement with The MathWorks. This license is in effect from January 1st thru December 31st and may be renewed on an annual basis.

I hereby request a license to install MathWorks Software. I agree to be bound by the following terms:

1. Copies of the machine-readable programs may NOT to be sold, loaned, given, or in any way conveyed to individuals who are not Virginia Tech faculty or staff. MathWorks Software may not be used for commercial purposes.

2. MathWorks Software may be installed on systems owned by Virginia Tech as well as personally owned computers for academic-related purposes only. The licensed system(s) must have VT network access to a Virginia Tech MathWorks Software license server.

3. MathWorks adheres to all export control laws, which regulate use or access to the software from restricted countries. Use of this product outside of the United States is allowed on a temporary base with exception to restricted countries. Server-Based MathWorks Software may NOT be used with the standalone licenses.

4. I agree to remove MathWorks Software from the licensed system(s) if the MathWorks Software license is discontinued at Virginia Tech.

5. The MathWorks and Virginia Tech make no representations or warranties expressed or implied including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, the warranty of freedom from rightful claims by way of infringement and the like, and any warranty as to accuracy.

6. The MathWorks and Virginia Tech shall not be liable for any loss or damage arising out of the use of the materials provided under this agreement, whether such loss or damage be direct, indirect, or consequential, special or otherwise. MathWorks Software should not be relied on as the sole basis to solve a problem whose incorrect solution could result in injury to person or property. If the program is employed in such a manner, it is at the users own risk and MathWorks and Virginia Tech explicitly disclaim all liability for such misuse.

All responsibility to select, install, evaluate, and make usable programs received from The MathWorks lies with the recipient. Questions regarding use of MathWorks software should be directed to the MathWorks. When contacting The MathWorks to request technical assistance, you must reference the Virginia Tech Departmental Software License # 192331.

I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I HAVE READ THIS AGREEMENT, UNDERSTAND IT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

__________________________________________  ______________________
Signature                                      Date

__________________________________________
Name (please print)                            VT PID

I understand that each license I purchase may be installed on only one machine, unless this is a departmental license purchase. My department is responsible to track the licenses and keep accurate records for auditing purposes.

User Signature: __________________________________  Date: __________________

Please return this agreement to:

Software Distribution Office  231-4736  Information Technology Acquisitions
3220 Torgersen Hall  depsoftw@vt.edu  Mail Code 0282